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A method is presented f o r  determining the load distribution due 
t o  steady roll and pitch for  thin flat-plate wings whom plsn form 
is arbitrary except that a part of the leading edge must be supereonic. 
For wings with straight supersonic leading edges, the load 
dietributims due t o  angle of attack, steady ro l l ,  and steady pitch 
a r e  explicitly evaluated and are ccuuputed for  a family of winge whose 
plan form includes most types of f l o w  region commonly encountered. 
These computations showed that negative lift existed toward the rear 
of pointed wings whose aspect ra t io  was small. 
negative loading occurred in regions influenced by the edge of the 
plan form at the opposite side of the r o l l  axis. When the pitch 
exis was located near the aemichord poeition, the load gradient for 
steady pitch was approximately in the chordwiee direction, except 
in  regions influenced by eubsonic trail ing edges. 
load- occurred t d  the front of the w i n g  end high negative 
loading toward the rear. 
In steady roll ,  
H i g h  positive 
A method is presented in reference 1 f o r  determining the preeeure 
distribution over thin w i n g s  at mpersonic epeeda. 
based m an integration of the local source strength (which i a  
proportional t o  the local slope of the Wing surface) over the regions 
of the disturbed flow field thst lie within the forward Mach cone 
fram a point on the wing ewrf'ace. Reference 1 show8 that the 
contributions t o  the pressure coefficient of the disturbed fields 
off the surface of the w i q  may be replaced by equivalent contribu- 
tions of' parts of the wing surface, and that some of the eurfaCe 
integrals that are involved in the determination of pressure coeffi- 
cient may be reduced t o  line integrals. 
The method is 
The reduction of eurface integrals t o  line integrals is feaaible 
for a l l  regime of a flat-plate w i n g  except those influenced by 
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one may be tre 
1 except the small shaded reeions at the 
a portion of the lead--edge must be 
ewept ahead of the Mach linea from the foremost point of the w i n g  
thus guarantees that some portions of the wing w i l l  be subject to 
the methods of reference 1, 
disturbed flow fields, more elaborate methods are required, such ae 
those used for d e l t a  wings in reference 2. 
For regtons influenced by interacting 
The load distribUti~ns due to r o l l  aad pitch have been determined 
for some plan forms wLth straight edges in references 3 and 4. 
methods of reference 1 are applied herein to the determination of 
them load distribution8 for more general classes of plan form, whose 
edgea may be curved. For a family of Wings of the type shown in 
figure 1, but havlng, for canvsnience, straight supersonic leading 
edges, the load distributions due to angle of attack, steady roll, 
and steady pitch were ct3mpUted. 'This type of w i n g  was chosen 
because it contain6 most types of f l o w  field cammcMdly encountered. 
The 
This analysis was completed at the WCA Cleveland laboratory 
awing ~ a n ~ a r y  1948, 
The following symbols, some of which are illustrated in fig- 
ure 2 to 6, are used throughout this report: 
cP 
k 
M 
P 
¶ 
integration limits 
pIWSsLW6 COeff iCient 
elope of straight leading edge in (u,v) coordinste 
syatem 
Mach number 
steady rate of roll, radians per second 
steady rate of pitch, radians per second 
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? 
n 
area or area integration 
area on e&- 
ires-stream velocity (in x-direction) 
variablea of integration in oblique coordinafea 
oblique coordinntea of polnt on Ving surface 
oblique ooorMnatea of King vertex 
funcutions defining form of ri@t eupersonic leading 
functions defining form of left euperaonic leading 
edge 
 function^ defining form of right subsonlo leading 
and trailing edges 
functione definlng form of left subacmic lead- 
and traillng edges 
(positive outward f r a n  z = 0 plaue) 
canponent of gerturbation velocity in z-direation 
Carteelan codinatee of point on wing er&ace 
variableer of inteep.ation in Carteelan coordiaatee 
0Oord-b O f  -11 8Xi6 
ooordlnate of pitch axia 
-le of attack 
0. (-2z 
w/b for top and bottan w i n g  surf'we, mepectively, 
in ynconatant plane 
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A plan form that contains most types of w i n g  regton cammonly 
The downstseamMach lines from encountered is shown in figure 1. 
the vertex and froag the Junctures of the subsonic and supersonic 
sections of the leading edges divide the plan form into nine types of 
region that differ in the type and number of w i n g  edges that af'fect 
the pressure distribution. Regime I and I1 are influenced only by 
eupersonic leading edges, whereas regions 111, IV, and V are affected 
also by one subeanic leading or trailing edge. In region8 VI, VII, 
and VIII, the subsonic edges of both sides of the wing affect the 
flow. !!?he shaded areas represent regions that are affected by 
interacting pe'kturbed fields off the w i n g  plan fonn and are not 
easily treated by the methods of reference 1. 
The essential equations required t o  determine the load distsibu- 
t ion for  the type of wing shown in figure 1 (without the shaded 
regions) may be obtained from a consideratian of regime of types 111, 
IV, and V. FOP these types of region (influenced by superemic 
leading edges and only one subeonic leadkg or trailing edge), BJL 
ergression was derived in reference 1 f o r  the pressure ooeffioient 
a t  a point (x,Y) when that point is not influenoed by vorticity off 
the w i n g  plan-form boundary. This expression is (see f ig ,  2): 
2 cp = - 
1[ 
c 
5 
it exactly camels the integral along the Mach line bd, Henos, 
equation ( l ) ,  without the last integral, can be used t o  deterrppinS 
pressure coeffioient in reglone iniluenced by vorticity off %he p 
fona grovidea that the ~tta-soukaveki c d l t l o n  le Ampoeed at 
subsonlo trailing edges. !Phe lmpositioai of' this  condition, a 
arbitrary, ie  oumentiaaLa1 an8 vi11 be assumed in the reet  of 
analysie * 
For a flat-plate wing,  the effective local elope8 OB an8 OT 
for determining the loading due t o  angle of attack, steady roll ,  
steady pitah, ere 
1 
J 
J 
where p and q are the rates of r o l l  and pitoh, reepectively, in 
raiane per socarnil, and qo ana t o  are the distances iroan the 
origin of coordinatee t o  the r o l l  axle esd the pitch aria,  
respectively, Pram equations (1) t o  (a) the f irat ,  e e c d ,  and 
fourth integrals of equatian (1) are seen t o  vsaiah for the preeeure 
coefficient due to angle of attack and roll, whereas the second and 
fourth integrals vanish for the pressure coefficient due to pitch. 
It is convenient to convert the required integrals to an oblique 
The origin of the coordinates is taken at the juncture of 
coordinate system whose axes are the rearward Mach lines Arm the 
origh. 
the supersonic and subsonic parts of the leading edge. The conversion 
equations are (fig. 3) 
1 11 = M'(v - u) B M = -(v + u) 
28 The elementary area in this coordinate system is dudv. The 
coordinates (%, vw) or (x,y) are used to represent the point 
on the wing for which the pressure coefficient is desired, whereas 
(u,v) or (E,q) represent variables of integration. In the oblique 
coordinate system, the equations for the load distributions due to 
angle of attack, 
2 
x 
2-cp B = - - 
roll, and pitch become, respectively, (oig. 4) 
(4) 
dv 
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le the 
c 
ec bo 
the u = u3(vw) Vsmiah. 
f 
@on@ of the wing 
trailing edges. In geazeral, 
5(b) ) . 
oom (%,vw) interseats a 
oppoeite side of the wlng. 
e VI (fig. I), far 
In both types 
the Wing boundaries 
(b), (s ,Vw) 1148 
which the r ons of the fcrrwasd 
surface. For types of redon, the 
line inte& 
equation (4). Bese 
the integration is 
t o  the Bubeonia 
integration altmg v = v4J like that along u - us, 
solutione that satisfy the Kutta-Joukaweki condition) 
Maoh line from (+,vW) intersects a subsonic trailing 
as those aloq u = u3(vv), eroept that v 
edge (as it dws, for example, in fig. 5(b)).  
the euperyonic leading edge, the senm of the integration 
t o  b-for both types of region. The values o f  the llne 
8 a1au.g ab are thus of opposite sign for  figures 5(a) asd 5(b). 
The area integratians for the pitch l d l n g  (equation ( 4 ~ ) )  extend 
over the W e d  areas of fi&ures 5(a) and 5(b). For the t y p e  of 
reglon Shawn in figuse 5(b), the area integration consists of two 
parts. 'Ehe integratian over the dawnstream area is Independent of 
the fora of the aupereonio lead- edge. The integration over the 
upatxeam area depends 0 ~ 1  the aontour of the supersonlo leading edge. 
This integration is subtracted from the integration for the lower area, 
becauee two araa crrncelatiople are involved, ome for  each of the reglans 
off the two eubeonic leading edges (reference 1). 
For regions of type Vu: (fig. 1), both right and lef t  reflected 
Mach lines intersect the plan-forh boundary a l q  the same superwmic 
leading edge. A point in t h i s  region is like a point In region V I I I  
if the Mach lines cross on the sWaC8 and 1s like a point In 
region VI if the €&ah llnee do not cross. 
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For regione of types I and 11, both forward Mach lines intersect 
the plan-form boundary a t  eupersonic leading edges. Eence, a l l  of 
the line integrals except that along the supersmic lsading edge 
vanish, and the limlts for this  integral e,re the points of Intersec- 
tion of the forward Mach lines with the leading edge. The area 
integration for the pitch loading extends over the region bounded 
by the forward Mach lines and the leading edge. 
. When the vlng is symmetrical and a section of the lead- edge 
on both sides of the line of symmetry I s  straight and w e p t  ahead 
of the Mach l inea f"rm the vertex, the equatians f o r  the supersonic 
h 0  V leading edges are u1 = - kv and u2 = y ( l - k )  - 0.. The origin of k 
coordinates is taken a t  the Juncture of the supersonic and subsonic 
leading edges (fie. 6 ) .  
r o l l  axis. For a general region an such a wing, line integrale are 
required along the Mach lines reflected fYuu the subsonic leading 
edges snd along the two sections of the eupereronic leading edge. 
The limits f o r  these line integrals, as well a8 thoee for the area 
integration required for  pitch loading, vary with the tspe of region 
considered. The preeeatstion is simplified if the expressions for 
a general region are first evaluated and the appropriate limits f o r  
each region are then indicated. 
The axis of symmetry is Identified with the 
In the following expressions for  the load distributione due to  
angle of attack, steady roll ,  and steady pitch, respectively, the 
first integral is the line integral along v t v4(u), the second is 
the integral along u' = u3(v), the third is along u = ul(v), and 
the fourth is along u c u ~ ( v )  :
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where 
is  the integration over the required areas for each reg%on. 
obtained for the load dletributione due to angle of attack, steady 
roll, and steady pitch, respectively: 
From these integrals, the following explicit expression8 are 
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The appropriate limits for  each of the eight regions shown in  
figure 6 are given in the following table: 
Limit 
Wing regions (fig. 6 )  
VI1 VI11 V VI 
a -kvq 
WO T( 1-k) + uw 
v4 - -  
k 
v4 
- k 
uw 
Mti o( 1-k) + 
k 
MVO -( 1-k) t k 
a '  
b u3 ua u3 u3 
b '  u3 ua u3 - k ~ 4  
C u3 u3 u3 ud 
An examination of equations (6) t o  (6b) shows that the arc-tangent 
factors are the ~ame for each type of load distribution. 
root terms are also the eame f o r t h e  ro l l  and pitch loadings. 
Application of the foregoing table t o  equations (6) t o  (6b) shwa 
that many terms vanish f o r  acme of the w i n g  regions because the upper 
lower limits are identical. The looation of these l i m i t s  for 
regions of types VI and VI11 are shown in figure 5 .  
The square- 
The expressions for S in each region are: 
mAcA No. 1689 
I1 
I11 
Iv 
V 
m 
VI1 
VI11 
Area integration, S 
R 
Z A  
($ - Cl) A + BC2 
2C3 + AC4 
where 
1 w u 3  
c4 = tan- 4LW+U3 
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Equations (6) to (6b) have been ueed to calculate the load 
dietributions due t o  lift, roll, and pitch for the wing ehown in 
figure 7. For computation, uee of the coordinatee u&fIqol 
and vw/Ml)lol rather than +)vW m e  convenient. .!Cheee coordinates 
make equations 6 to 6(b) nondimeneional. 
I .  
wae taken -6- For the wing ehown in figure 7, the ratio 
equal to 1.0. 
eubeonic edgee 
The value of k ia 1/3. The equatione for the 
were aeeumed to be 
In order to satisfy the Kutta-Joukaweki condition, the integral 
along u E 1x3 is zero for vw/(M(qOI) > lZ'1/2; .and the integral 
along v = v4 ie zero for % / ( M l q i l )  > 1 + 12'lI2, because 
- and - are then greater than unity. dv du du3 dV4 
The contour of the wing ie represented in figure 7 for a Mach 
number of e, 
represents a eeriea of wings whose spatial contoure vary with Mach 
number according to equations (7) and the value k = 1/3. 
the load distributions calculated for thie wing apply directly to, 
all whga of the eerfee defined by k = 1/3 and equation8 (7).  The 
load dietributione for a considerable variety of plan forme, at a 
given Mach number, can be obtained from the load dietributions 
calculated for the wing of figure 7 by terminating the wing with any 
form of eupereonic trailing edge. The load dietributione for the 
remaining regions of the wing are qaffected by such changes. 
although in the (u,v) coordinate eyetem the plot 
Hence 
The effect of altering the location of the roll or pitoh axe8 
If can be detemined with the aid of the euperpoeition principle. 
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the roll and pitch axes are shifted to q1 and tl, respectively, 
then equations (2a) and (2b) become, for roll, 
and, for pitch, 
Becaase $(q0-q1) and #( tO-kl) -are constants, the contributions 
to the load distributions due to these term are exactly equivalent 
to the load distributions due t o  the corresponding angles of attack. 
Thus, if the load distributions are computed for the axes qo 
and (or for some relation such as Blqol/[o = 1, as assumed 
for the w l n g  of fig. 7) , the load distributions for roll or pitch 
about any other axes are elmply the load distributions for the 
axes qo and go plus the lift distributions for the angles of 
attack: 
a t i q q  -9 ) u o 1  
and 
For a family of wings whose.contour is represented by the 
value k = 1/3, and equation (7), the load distributions due to 
angle of attack, steady roll, and steady pitch are shown in fig- 
are Mach lines that separate the v8,rfous regions indicated in 
figure 7. The additions1 Mach lines at %/(Mlqo l )  = 1.29 and 
at ow/(MIqo() = 0.29 
' ures 8,  9, and 10, respectively. The dashed lines in these figures 
eeparate the regions influenced by the eubsonlc 
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uenced only by lead edges. The pres- 
the 6Ub6O~~C trail edge for each 
type of loading, because the Kutta-Joukowski condition was imposed 
cient is infinite. 
. in each case. Along each 8ub8oniC leading edge the pressure coeffi- 
The lift distribution shows that positive lift exist6 all 
parts of the wing surface except the extrerme rearward tip (region VIII 
and part of region =I).  hie negative region is a result of the 
upwash over the subsonic edges. 
the subsonic edges. The reglon of the wing having the highest lift 
,is that bounded by the leading edges and by the Mach lines from the 
beginning of the trailing edgea; 
The lift decreases rapidly toward 
For steady roll (fig. 9 ) ,  the l O a a h g  is negative in the outboard- 
part of region IV and in nearly a l l  of regions V, VI, and VII. 
region VIII, the loading again becomes positive. The large negative 
region results because the greatest contribution to the loading 
proceeds frathe leading edge on the opposite side of the wing, 
where the vertical component of the perturbation velocity is of 
opposite sign. 
In 
The load gradient for steady pitch (fig. 10) ie primarily in 
High positive loading oocurs toward the 
The 
- the chordwise direction, except in the regions influenced largely by 
subsonic trailing edges. 
front of the wi& and .high negative loading toward the rear. 
loading becomes negative ahead of the pitch axis because the contribu- 
tion due to the area integration and the contribution due to the line 
integrals are of opposite sign ahead of the pitch axis (eo > e). The 
loading therefore changes sign when the contribution of the integrals 
over the area included in the forward Mach cone ie sufficiently 
large to overbalance the contribution due to the line integrals. 
SUMMARY OF THBORY AND RESULTS 
A method has been presented for determining the load distribution 
due to steady roll and steady pitch on thin wings whom plan form is 
arbitrary except that a part of the leading edge =st be supereonic, 
When the supersonic part of the leading edge is a straight line, 
these load distributions can be explicitly evaluated for al l  regions 
of the w i n g  except those Influenced by interact- flaw field8 off 
the plan form. 
For a particular family of wings having a plan form that 
includes most types of flow field commonly encountered, the load 
distribution6 due to angle of attack, steady roll, and steady pitch 
I’SACA !lN No. 1689 19 
were cumputed. The l i f t  distribution for  th i s  family of w a s  
showed that negative l i f t  may exist toward the rear of pointed 
wings if the aspect ra t io  is amall. The highest lift occurred in 
regions affected only by leading edges. In steady roll ,  negative 
loading occw~ed in regions influenced by the eage of the plan form 
a t  the opposite side of the ro l l  axis. 
low-aspect-ratio wing, the loading again became positive. With the 
pitch axis located near the semichord position, the load gradient 
f o r  steady pitch was primarily in the chordwlse direction except 
in reglone influenced by subsonic trailing edges. H i g h  positive 
loading occurred faward the front of the w i n g  snd high negative 
loading t d  the rear. 
A t  the extreme rear of a 
Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
national Advisory Committee f o r  Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Ohio, May 15, 1940. 
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Figure 1. - Types of wing region comonly encountered at  super- 
sonic speeds. 
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Figure 2. - Illustration of geometric significance of equation (1). 
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Figure 3. - Relation between Cartesian and oblique coordinate systems. 
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Figure 4. - Illustration 
U 
of geometric significance of equations ( 4 ) .  
(a )  Refleated forward Mach l ines  (b) Reflected forward Mach l ines  
Figure 5.  - Two types of ring region influenced by two subsonic edges, 
do not intersect on surface. intersect on surface. 
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Figure 6. - Geometric parameters for symmetrical wing with straight 
supersonic leading edges and arbitrary subsonic leading and trail- 
ing edges. , 
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I1 
Figure 7 .  - Form of ring analyzed. P =e. 
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4 ' q l l O l '  
Figure 10. - Load distribution i n  steady pitch for ring defined by k = 1/3 and equations (7) .  
